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OPERATIONAL ANAL YS/S

CEDAR MOUNTAIN
Winning with the Union

by Eric Lee Smith

Should I rev ea l that Eric Smiih is a Texan and here
he is planning victories for the Federa ls! See what
happens when you move to New York and work
for a bunch of iankees. And do you know that this
same alleged Texan recently 'finished a game on
the Alamo in w hich the Mexicans always successfully storm the ramparts, and victory is determined by how quickly the brave Lone Star sons
bite the dust. Hope I have n't ca used you any
trouble, Eric.
- Redmond

call Brigade Points. Basically, I determine the
combat power of each regiment in a brigade
and add the totals together, the sum of which
I call that brigade's Brigade Points (BP's).
BP's are very helpful in determining the
relative power of opposing brigades and in
determining the best role for each brigade in
an army's overall plan.
To determine the BP's of a regiment I
use the following formula :
(Morale R aring x Initial Strength) x Weapon Value ~ BP's

Introduction
In the summer of 1980 SPI released the
first three volumes of the Great Battles of the
American Civil War series. The initial games
included Pea Ridge (designed by yours truly),
Drive on Washington (by Thomas Hudson)
and Wilson 5 Creek (by Richard Wright, in
S&T 80). Reaction to the games was positive
and we waited until S&T Feedback Ratings
were in to make the decision to release three
more Great Battles series games for the summer of 1981.
I have been the project manager of the
Great Battles series since the conception, and
it was my duty to sort through the seven or so
freelance designs I had in house and choose
the three games to be released. After much
time and effort, [ chose Cedar Mountain for
S&T 86, The Battle oj Corinth and Jackson
at the Crossroads for boxed release.
Cedar Mountain was chosen for S&T
because it is simple, fast playing, and most
importantly, because both sides get a chance
to attack vigorously and defend tenaciou-sly.
The game is a mee'ting engagement, and battles of this kind, such as Pea Ridge and
Stonewall, are the most exciting situations to
simulate with the Great Battles/TSS system.
I developed Cedar Mountain with the
help of Joseph Reiser, making mental notes
as I worked. The following article comes
directly from these ideas and observations. It
is not the last word on winning as the Union
in Cedar Mountain - far from it! Rather, I
hope to make a few points upon which other
Union players can develop their own ideas.
Brigade Points
Before beginning development of a
Great Battles game, I analyze the strengths of
the opposing forces with a simple technique I

The Weapon Value is a subjective value I
assign to each weapon type in a game, based
on actual range and worth of that weapon
type in play. Thus, muskets and rifles are
about equal in value in a game like Pea Ridge
because the game's map is so forested and
most fire combat is at a one hex range. In
Drive on Washington, however, they are
valued much differently because rifles have
such open fields of fire in that game. For example, in Cedar Mountain the 5th Connecticut was assigned 45 BP 's: (5 Morale x 6
Strength) x 1.5 Weapon Value = 45 .

WEAPONS
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sive (they tend to take more casualties), density column shifts, commanders, etc.
The listings use the following format:
Units: the number of regiments in the
brigade; Strength: the initial strength of the
brigade; BCE: the Brigade Combat Effectiveness limit of the brigade; BCE%: the
percentage of the brigade's initial strength
which must be eliminated before BCE is lost;
BP's: the brigade's BP total; VP 's: the
number of Victory Points the enemy player
receives when BCE is lost; na: not applicable. Note: A cavalry brigade is given .
two BP totals, mounted/ dismounted.

UNION BRIGADES
Crawford's Brigade
C.awfrd
William,

Units: 4

**
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This is the most powerful Union .brigade
and is also the mOst advantageously positioned in the initial set-up . Proper us~ of this brigade determines whether or not the Union
player has a chance of victory; it' s that simple. 'Crawford will bear the brunt of combat
from the beginning till the end of the game,
and it is likely the brigade will be dest royed .
The Union player should steel himself to the
idea that this unit will be bloodied up beyond
recognition.
Gordon's Brigade
Cordon
Williams

**
4 1 (4)
Key;' = Weapon Value; -

= Weapon Type not

in Ihegame.

Opposing Brigades
The follow ing is a short analysis of the
Union brigades in Cedar Mountain. It
should be noted that Brigade Point analysis
is only a simple tool and does not take into
account such factors as who is on the offen-
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Gordon's brigade is the second most
powerful Union brigade and should always be
used in close conjunction with Crawford.
Gordon is the lesser only because two of its
regiments are musket armed. T his brigade is
mispositioned in the historical set-up, and it
will take an extra turn fo r it to approach the
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battle and then one more turn to be deployed
properly. Once deployed it should be used vigorously. This brigade sometimes survives the
game with BCE intact; however, the Union
player should be prepared to lose this brigade
as weJI as Crawford's to win the game.
Geary's Brigade
Cea,y
Au~ur
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This brigade is right at average in terms
of total Union BCE and BP's. It will always
playa big role in the game, but as a unit its
offensive power is very limited due to the
small size of the regiments. I use this brigade
to exploit tactical advantage~ and to cover
the Union withdrawal. It is also the most misplaced of all Union brigades in the historical
set-up . It should avoid getting in the way of
Gordon when moving to the battlefield, even
though it will be thus delayed in contacting
the Confederates.
Prince's Brigade
Prince
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BCE07o: 57
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Prince has too many regiments and not
enough morale. Yet, because of its initial
deployment, it wjll reach the battlefield shortly after Gordon and Crawford and will have
a very important offensive role . The Union
player should try to save this brigade for the
withdrawal. Throwing it into the battle full
force results in a rout and its ultimate destruction for no good purpose. Use it for limited offensive gains early in the game.

The Union Strategy

Bayard's Brigade
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This brigade performed very well historically. In game terms, it is the single most interesting brigade in that its use must always
be balanced by its low BCE and its high Victory Point value to the Confederates. When
and where to dismount, if ever, is always a
tricky problem . Proper play of this brigade is
very important because in most games it will
be on the flank of the main battle . If it
becomes heavily engaged without a good
purpose, the Union player can lose many
Victory Points. On the other hand, when used properly it can cause the Confederate
player many headaches.
1st Maryland Cavalry
lM«
Indpnl
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Unit s: 1
Strength: 5
BCE%: ns BP's: 40/20

BCE: ns
VP's : ria

This single regiment is very important
because it's very powerfully armed, it's large,
it's independent, and it's well positioned initially. It can destroy White's Commanches
without any problem, and when teamed with
Greene, is capable of holding 3415 for a long
time. If the Confederate player is sloppy, this
regiment can sometimes get behind Confederate lines . I have even seen this unit cut off
Confederate reinforcements (though this
should not happen with average Confederate
play). Be bold and take chances with this
unit; you have very little to loose and much
!Ogain.

UNION BRIGADE
SUMMARY , "oill
..!\1~ ~~f.' ct.
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Units: 2
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St rength: 6
BP's: 36

BCE :3
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This brigade is a toss away; however, I
toss it in to avery importan t role. It is well
positioned initially to reach Victory Point
hex 3415 and even beyond before Ewell and
the Confederates arrive. As a flank protector
this brigade is very useful, and it is also
helpful for delay in withdrawal. Don't be
cavalier towards it and don't send it into the
main battle. In the middle and end games this
Ii ttle brigade often plays a role of importance
far beyond what its size indicates.

Note : While's Commanches are not included .

The basic Union strategy is attack and attack hard . In looking at the counter
mix it would appear that the Union is on the
defensive but this is not the case at all. The
Union must attack all-out and wreck the Confederate brigades holding the center of the
map before Confederate reinforcements come
on to stem the tide. At some point in the game,
usually around . Game-Turn Eight or Nine,
the Union player must go on the defensive
and begin the most difficult of military maneuvers, the disengagement and withdrawal.
Speed is of the Essence: The Union player
must use the fastest of all possible routes to
bring his forces into contact with Early's
brigade in the center of the map. The importance of this cannot be overstated. I recommend that a player. who really wants to be a
good Union player practice his lines of approach . In Cedar Mountain a wasted Movement Point can mean the difference between
the Union or the Confederates occupying a
Victory Point hex. Even more importantly,
the wheatfield area must be occupied be/ore
the Confederate defense gels . The Confeder"
ate player must be kept on the defensive for
as long as possible. He must be made uncomfortable and be kept off-guard.
Use Melee to the Fullest: In this game,
more than in most Great Battles games, melee combat is critically important. The reason
is that the two armies contain both very large
and very small regiments. It is possible to
mass very large melee attacks and completely
overwhelm an enemy line . Crawford's and
Gordon's brigades should be used in melee as
often as possible against Early and Garnett .
Be sure to keep a regiment with a 5 Morale
Rating on top of a meleeing stack, if possible. In the initial Union attack up the hill
and across the wheatfield, the Union player
should use all types of combat as much as
possible even though he may create stacks
with high densities. He should watch his
deployments very carefully to make sure that
he is able to make good melee attacks for as
long as possible. On the other side of the
coin, the Union player should be aware that
the Confederates will be able to do the same
thing once Ewell's and Hill's divisions arrive
on the field.
Victory Point Hexes; For the Union player
to win, he needs a minimum of one-third of
the total Victory Points both sides receive for
Victory Point hex possession. To have a better
than average chance at victory, the Union
player muSt gain between 45070 and 550/0 of
the total Victory Points. He should be able to
hold hex 3415 for over half the game, while
holding the other hexes for varying lengths of
time, depending on the Confederate player's
lines of counterattack. I usually try to hold
1323 until the Confederates push me out of
it, meanwhile being more willing to give
ground in the center. The area around 1323 is
better defensive terrain and the Confederate
player usuaLly commits Thomas (a remarkably powerful brigade) to retake 1921. Thus,
1323 is often easier to hold for a longer time
than 1921 . The Union player must be flexible;
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the important thing is to hold them for as
long as possible but not at the cost of losing
an entire army!
Know When to Stop: Du~ing testing I saw
more than one Union player rush into defeat
by losing sight of the big picture. In one game
the Union mashed Early. Garnett and
Taliaferro. He continued to advance. When
the Confederate counterattack began, he was
so far out of position that Forno slipped
around his flank and the entire Union army
in the center was bagged. When A.P. Hill
came on, there were only remnants of Crawford, Gordon and Prince to oppose him in
the center. The Union player resigned on
Game-Turn 10. The moral of the story is that
a well executed Union attack will often
achieve breakthroughs - but it is best not to
advance too far. On the map in this article I
have indicated what I consider to be the farthest line of advance the Union player should
attempt.
Know Your Brigades: In all Great Battles
games, a player should always examine his
brigades before he commits them to a front
of the battle, BP's are very useful in determining what a given brigade should set out to
do. For example, Geary 'with, his 75 BP's
should not be moved into ' the gap between
Mrs. Maj.or's House and Newman's cabin
because Forno (120 BP's) and Trimble (94
BP's) will most likely swing over and crush
him. Part ofknowing one's brigades is knowing when and why to detach them and send
them off on their own. In Cedar Mountain
Union divisions should be kept more or less
together, with the exception of Greene who
should be detached on the second turn .
Know When to Withdraw: Cedar Mountain is surprising because there will often be a
swing of initiative that resembles a similar
phenomenon in chess. At first the Union attack is the main feature of the game, but at
some point the tide will turn. The turn of
events usually comes on Game-Turn 8 or 9,
and by 10 the swing will h.ave occurred
whether the Union player is aware of it or
not! It is of critical importance for the Union
player to plan for his disengagement and for
this swing of initiative. What is more, when
the time comes go; do not try to hold on to
save some regiments or batteries. In the
Great Battles systept. as in Civil War itself, it

tacking. When the Confederate player begins
his offensive, the Union player should have
enough strength left to make the Rebs pay
more than they receive. In other words, be
prepared for BCE losses, try to minimize
them, but make the Confederates pay in
blood for their offensive.
Paths of Advance: The following are the
paths of advance and operational strategy I
use when playing Cedar Mountain . It is only
one of many strategies available to players of
the historical scenario.
Crawford's main objective is hex 1921.
He should proceed there as quickly as possible and go into line. Early will be there but
not
all his troops will be deployed. It is
Rallying behindJence.
critically important that the Union not let the
. Confederates gain control of woods hex
1720. This hex is the hinge of any possible
is very costly to disengage in the face of
Confederate line along the steep crest and it
enemy fire. However, A.P. Hill is waiting
should not fall into their hands. Crawford
just down the road, and when he arrives the
should begin to attack Early as quickly as
Union is in for trouble. The actual tactics of
possible even before Gordon arrives to help .
withdrawal are an article in themselves, but I Once Early has exceeded his BCE, Crawford
do recommend that players be very aware of
should still have strength enough to attack
10.14. Once begun, the Union withdrawal
other Confederate units nearby. Use
should continue un til the entire Union army
Crawford for aU he's worth.
is on the east side of the North Fork . DelayGordon should fall in on Crawford's
ing units can be left behind to slow the Conright flank and attack across the wheatfield.
federate pursuit, but such units are worth
He will be slower in getting to the battle, bur
Victory Points. Once the withdrawal is comonce there the sum of Crawford's and Gorplete, it becomes a matter for the Union of
don's strength (243 BP's) is more than
hanging in there til! the games ends.
enough to destroy Early with his 96 BP's. Indeed, Gordon and Crawford should have
Don't Lose Your Guns : [t is very tempting
strength enough to nail either or both Garfor the Union player to run his powerful batnett and Taliaferro as well. Gordon and
teries ul? into the' midst of battle. Resist the
Crawford will fight the most intense battle of
temptatfon! I have seen many a game wnere
the game against Thomas' brigade. Thomas
the Union had all his batteries captured; they
is extremely powerful with all four units havare simply too valuable to lose. The Union
ing morales of 5. Once Thomas arrives, the
batteries will play an important role in the
Union player must be very careful with his
withdrawal, so they should not be committed
tactical placements.
to the initial assault only to be captured.
Make the Confederates charge massed guns
Geary 'is slowed in his advance because
when they begin their offensive in earnest!
he is between the two bridges and other '
brigades will block his movement down the
Your Own Losses: Union losses in Cedar
roads. Thus, I send him across the run in a
Mountain are always very high. It is not unsouthwesterly direction till he hits the road,
common for every Union brigade to lose BCE
bringing him through the cornfield and down
by the end of the game. The Union player
to within two or three hexes of Mrs. Crittenshould realize before he begins play that his
den's house. There I try to restrain myself
losses will be fearful. The main point is to infrom sending him further. Usually the Conflict damage 011 the Confederates and to lose
federate player will send either Trimble or
Union strength while the Union player is al-
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In the wake oj bali/e.
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Forno across the South Fork and towards
Mrs . Crittenden's . Geary is not strong
enoug\1 to slop this advance by himself.
At this point the use of the Union artillery mus t be addressed. The Union has six
very powerful six-gun batteries which are
very important to proper Union play. I use
the E, Pa battery to harass the Confederate
counterattack and to knock Confederate
units out -of column. To accomplish this I
place the battery in hex 1105 at the beginning
of the game and leave it there. From this spot
its 26-hex range can hit a wide variety of targets all across the field. When A.P. Hill finally arrives, this battery is very good at knocking units out of column as they come down
the Culpepper Road.
The 6 Me battery I send with Greene
over to the south Oank and place in hex 3217,
if possible. This is the one Union battery I am
willing to sacrifice voluntarily. I position the

4 Me battery in The Cedars where it can often
do real damage. The M, 1 NY battery I bring
up the Culpepper Road and set-up behind
Union lines . It plays little part in the battle
until the Confederate counterattack begins.
Then it can often inflict damage and can be
very useful in slowing the Confederate attack. Batteries F, 4 US and L, 2 NY I bring
through the cornfield and deploy with Geary.
M . 1"
Indpnl

.... Ag
E.l'a
Ind pnl

.e;>Ag

L. 2:"Y
Indpn.
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These two batteries I keep in adjacent hexes
because they are extremely powerful in combination. By using Geary, Greene and the

four batteries deployed between the Cedars
and Slaughter Mountain, it is possible to
resist Ewell's division. The deployment is a
good compromise between offensive and defe nsive deployments for the Union artillery.
Prince I bring over the bridge, across
the cornfield and up on the left _fla nk of
Crawford. As mentioned earlier, I often use
the brigade for offensive purposes but I
withdraw it earlier than I do Crawford or
Gordon. Prince is a ve ry important brigade
and it is sometimes possible to use it in very
extraordinary ways on the crest near Newman's cabin. I try to save Prince's BCE.
~reene is used to follow the 1st
Maryland cavalry up Slaughter Mountain. I
detach this brigade and keep it detached for
most of the game . This brigad~'s sole purpose is to take and hold Victory Point hex
3415 for as long as possible. I align the brigade with Geary's units across the lake near
{continued on page 32j

= Anillery location

_ _ _ _ _ _ = Maximum Union advance
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and playability of the original (which was a
great game for a lazy Saturday morning).
The key design parameter is that the game be
playable in a single sitting of five hours or
less. Where Next War was a major symphony, NA TO is going to he a brief bit Qf
lyrical jazz.
NATO will retain the physical scales of
the old game. Each hex will be 16 kilometers
across. Each game-turn will represent two
days. Both sides will deploy divisions with
brigade breakdown for US and West German
units. Unlike the old game, NATO will also
include a simple air game covering such
ground attack missions as ground suppOrt,
interdiction, and airfield attack. Air power is
such an essential element of modern ground
.
operations that its inclusion is a must.
Operational details (modes, unit status,
etc.) will be kept to a minimum. Rather, the
strategic aspects of waging a war will be emphasized. NATO's game system will concentrate on four critical questions: 1) where will
the main Warsaw Pact offensive fall on each
front, 2) when should NATO reserves be
committed, 3) how should air power be used,
and 4) who gets the limited amount of supply
that each player receives. The implement.ation of player decisions on these questions
will be kept laughably simple in terms of
game mechanics. However, the consequences
of such decisions will have a profound impact in such a spartan game system : blunder
and brilliance will have no chrome to hide
behind .
The principle which I wish to follow is
that each player's major strategic decisions
will remain unknown to his opponent until
the moment of truth. This will recreate a lot
of the uncertainty of real war and partially
counter the distOrtion introduced by playing
with all units in plain sight. The units on the
board will be only representing a part of the
enemy's capabilities . Hence, the key to winning the game will truly lie in outwitting one's
opponent and not in showing a better tactical
mastery of the game mechanics. I hope that
NATO will be a thinking man's game .
Bruce Maxwell

British Army of the Rhine (BAOR)
BAOR is the third game in the Central
Front series, and covers the action in the British and Belgian operational sectors (map#4) .
This game will appear in S&T 88, complete
with an unprecedented 400 counters (in the
future more S&T games will be published
with 400 counters, as we wish to expand the
scope of S&Tgames and can now absorb the
extra cost). Three scenarios are included.
Race /0 the Weser is a short, snappy simulation of the first twO days of a Soviet advance
to the Weser River. This scenario is ideal for
playing in a single sitting, yet uses the whole
map and includes plenty of action. The Thin
Red Line simulates the first five days of combat and includes a large number of uni ts for a
true slugfest. The Mittelland Thrust allows
players to combine the BAOR map with the
Fifth Corps map to cover the whole invasion
of central West Gemany.
BAOR will introduce several new features to the Central Front system. One of the

new elements is a simple form of air interdiction which will allow a player with air
superiority to effectively deny key hexes
(crossroads, bridges, etc.) to the enemy. A
second new ekment is the capability to repair
bridges with engineer units, and an expanded
set of bridge demolition rules. Engineers
have become quite important units, and justly so. A third new element is a redefinition of
the method of tracing a line of supply which
applies much more realistic criteria to this
aspect of battle. I am particularly pleased
with the results of this rule. NATO "stay
behind" forces can have a real impact in the
later stages of the game. Conversely, a well
planned Warsaw Pact paradrop can temporarily cut a whole NATO corps off from supply - supply is, after all, the Achilles' heel of
a modern army.
Bruce Maxwell

Hot Spots
Hot Spots will be SPI's next release in its
series of modern armored tactical games. It
covers a broad range of conflicts in the Middle East; some past history and others (thank
God) still hypothetical. The historical
scenarios include actions from the IraqiIranian war, an ambush of an Ethiopian column by Eritrean rebels, an ambush of a
Soviet column by Afghan rebels (the world is
a dangerous place), and an Ethiopian
counterattack against the Somali forces
which invaded Ogaden.
The hypothetical scenarios are similarly
exotic. These scenarios include a meeting
engagement between Syrian and Israeli col·
umns, a similar engagement between· Iraqi
and Israeli columns, a Soviet attack on Iranian forces, a meeting engagement between
US RDF troops and Soviet troops, and even
a scenario involving camel-mounted Omani
police against lribal rebels. The variety of
units and situations make this a very colorful
game.
The game system is a Mark Herman design and a real gem. The range effects chart
and the combat results table have been synthesized into a single matrix which makes
combat. extremely simple at no sacrifice [0'
realism. Fire and movement has been handled in an equally simple fashion and very little chrome burdens playability. This is a
"shoot and scoot" game at a similar level of
complexity to October War. In short, it is a
lot offun.
The game is not simplistic, however. The
heart of the game system is a brief set of command control rules whose implications are
enormous. Mark has found a way ofsimulating the behavior of a whole formation at a
tactical level, which .,.,..orks extremely well.
Each formation is assigned a road as its
center. of gravity. The players begin in
various modes which determine how far
from their roads they may deploy their units.
As play develops, players may change command modes in an offensive or defensive
direction. The ability to change modes allows
all sorts of advantages, but is critically
dependent upon command competence and
reconnaissance (a commander whose front
line units can see a lot of enemy unit:; is likely
to reconsider what he is doing) .

All in all, this system successfully captures several major elements of modern tactical combat which have never been adequately simulated before, and in doing so
still manages to be elegantly' simple. A
player's role as commander in this game feels
closer to the real thing than anything I have
Broce Maxwell
ever seen.

Opening MOVES (continuedjromfNlge2/
... a still-frame video disc based adventure.
... a sophisticated, but simple, free-map
wargame not requiring a controller.
I'm sure you can think of at least as
many. The fact that I can confidently indulge
in that generality about each of you is one of
the great and lasting strengths of our shared
hobby.
All the Best,
Redmond

Cedar Mountain [continued!rompage22/
the cornfield. Greene is no match for either
Forno or Trimble but at least it makes the
Confederate pay for possession of the Victory Point hex.
Bayard's cavalry is used to take Victory P oint hex 1323. I usually keep at least
one of the regiments mounted at all times.
Thus, it can make use of the tactical advantages made possible by its high movement allowance. Once the VP hex is taken, the use of
Bayard is very free. I try never to lose BCE
with this unit because it is worth so many
VP's per Strength Point in addition to its 10
Vp's for BCE loss.
Thus I have developed my operational
strategy for Cedar Mountain, though all
TSS/ Great Battles players should develop
their own tactics as they play the games . This
system encourages care in deployment.
Chance is another factor I have not touched
upon. A single leader loss, on either side, can
often mean the difference between victory
and defeat. Cedar Mountain rewards a
Union player who is daring without being
rash, careful without being cautious, and
clever without depending on luck . • •

CEDAR MOUNTAIN ADDENDA
C'o unters: Players sho uld nme that the strengths
for some batteries are different in the game than in
the S&Tarticle. This is nOI a mistake; rather it is a
difference of research between the designers and
the writer.
Map : All slreams and runs follow hexsides
all hough some actually occupy hexes rather than
hexsides . The ambiguous hexsides should be read
as follows:
The South Fork runs along the hexsides 011 the
Cedar Mountain side of the ambiguous hexes, and
all streams follow the nearest hexside. Hexs ide
3124/ 3125 is a stream hexside. Hexside 0712/ 0811
is a run hex si de. Hexsides 310813018 and
3121/3220 are run hexsides , not lake hexsides. The
only lake hexsides border hexes 3119 and 3120.
(21.32) (change) The second sentence should read :
"Units which occupy crest hexes are always can·
sidered 10 be occupying the lower of the two
eleva I ions."
(27.1) (addition) For competitive play the players
should consider a Draw to be a slight Union
Victory . • •

